
THE BISHOP’S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI
CLASSES I & II

REPORT ON CLASS PICNIC
(FIRST AND SECOND SESSION)

“A day of joy and adventure.”

The Bishop’s Co-Ed School, Undri organised the much-anticipated picnic for classes I
and II on the 17th and 18th of January 2024 respectively to Chonde Farms. The
chosen destination was a scenic spot that promised a perfect blend of nature and
recreational activities. The day began with an air of excitement at 7:45 a.m. as the
students gathered in the school premises, brimming with enthusiasm for the day
ahead. The total number of students enrolled on Class I were 371 and Class II was
374.

After attendance, the students were led down by the class and subject teachers to
the stilt area where our Headmistress -Mrs. Melissa Fernandes led us in a word of
prayer. The students, along with the teachers and volunteers of Experiential
Learning Enterprise boarded the buses and set off to Chonde Farms. The bus
journey was filled with laughter, chit-chat and the occasional burst of melodious
songs and dance. The students were served light snacks like burgers and muffins.

Upon reaching the students were given a wholesome breakfast needed for the
eventful day planned. The students were then separated into different groups and
led by different volunteers for various activities. The volunteers ensured the safety of
the students during the various activities and patiently ensured that each student
participated in all the activities. The students enjoyed the activities such as bullock
cart ride, tractor ride, bouncy jumping, low rope course activity, DJ dance, and a
visit to the village statue room showing various professions and tattoos painted on
their arms. Following these exhilarating activities, students enjoyed a delicious lunch
with a variety of food items like pav-bhaji, veg noodles, fried rice and gulab jamun
followed by the magic show that left the students in awe, pondering the secrets
behind the mesmerising tricks.

The class picnic not only provided a break from routine but also served as an
excellent platform for students to strengthen bonds with their teachers and friends.
The students enjoyed themselves to their hearts' content. After a day of excitement,
they were lined up according to their groups. The volunteers provided the students
with small refreshments like chips and frooti for the bus journey back to school. The
students were surprised to receive gifts arranged for them.

Gratitude filled everyone's heart as the school picnic was an unparalleled success
and an unforgettable memory in the minds of the students and teachers as we
boarded the buses, carrying with us the joyous moments of a day well spent.

"Amidst the textbooks and notebooks, school picnics are chapters of joy, where
the curriculum of life is written in the language of shared experiences."

To God Be The Glory.



Report by:

Mrs. Sareena Thayil



CLASS 1 PHOTOGRAPHS

The charm of a bullock cart ride

Ink speaks louder than words

Tiny feet, boundless joy



Cultivating joy on a tractor adventure

Gazing at statues of different professions

Kids on a bouncy adventure



CLASS 2 PHOTOGRAPHS

The journey begins

Ink- stained memories

Magic in the air



Students exploring statues of varied professions

Steering dreams on a tractor ride

Bouncing with joy


